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homelessness & housing
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QUESTION:
How would you and your party ensure that the province meets its target of reducing
chronic homelessness by 2025?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
We would build 200,000 units of social housing and upgrade existing ones, enact rent rollbacks and
rent control legislation to cover all rental units, and guarantee funding for sufficient and safe
emergency shelters.

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
By taking a housing first strategy and not limiting access based on being substance
free or medication compliant.
We would increase affordable, supportive and social housing using our three point plan cited in the
previous question. By creating more below market, affordable housing through Inclusionary Zoning
rules, it will also help people transition out of social housing into their own affordable homes,
freeing up social and geared to income units faster.

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
I would advocate for the complete elimination of homelessness in Guelph by next winter!
People may laugh at me and say you are insane! However, if you have ever had to sleep outside in the
winter, you would be saying the same thing as well, knowing winter is not too far off!
This is a VERY achievable goal if we choose to make it happen!
Let's start treating each other like human beings instead of listing them as liabilities on a balance
sheet!

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
Through the Home For Good program, we are partnering with municipalities to deliver tailored
supportive housing units for people experiencing homelessness. As well, the National Housing
Strategy will deliver over $4 Billion dollars to support housing in Ontario, including new construction, a
Portable Housing Benefit, and the renewal of tens of thousands of units of social housing. Ontario
Liberals would cost-match federal funds dollar-for-dollar to derive maximum benefit from this
opportunity.

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
We will continue Ontario's Basic Income pilot and evaluate its outcomes. We endorse the call to
develop a minimum income standard over the next decade that will lift people out of poverty.
We are committed to making jobs better by increasing the minimum wage to $15 before indexing it to
inflation, making it easier for people to join a union, making workplaces safer, and building an
economy focused on people.

All candidates identified on the Elections Ontario website for this riding were invited to
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QUESTION:
How would you and your party support the work of municipalities in Ontario to
increase the supply of affordable housing?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
We would provide full and adequate provincial funding for municipal services such as public transit,
public health, housing, childcare, and social assistance, return 50% of gas and road user taxes to
municipalities, and we would abolish the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) and replace it with
democratic and transparent local instruments for governing municipal land-use and planning.

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
The Green Party of Ontario is committed to an additional $200 million on top of the Liberal
commitment in the 2018 budget for supportive and social housing.
We also support Inclusionary Zoning world wide best practices which is 20% of any new development
being below market housing, and the developers covering the cost rather than municipalities.
And lastly we would encourage municipalities to change by-laws to create innovative housing
opportunities such as laneway housing and tiny homes.

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
As I lived in Co-op housing I know the benefits of it, which are more than just affordable housing.
The party allows us to advance our own platforms for our riding, therefore I would advocate for full
funding programs for existing and new innovative approaches to affordable housing both rental and
homeownership for Guelph.
Homeless should not exist in our Country or Province. It is shameful!

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
We are supporting the creation of over 22,000 affordable rental housing units and more than 335,000
repairs to social and affordable housing units; and, providing rental and down payment assistance to
over 93,000 households in need. We are buildings new units on provincial lands and supporting new
supply through the Development Charge Rebate Programs. We also introduced inclusionary zoning,
which gives municipalities the power to force affordable housing as part of development projects.

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
The Ontario NDP will invest in building 65,000 units of affordable housing and 30,000 units of
supportive housing over the next 10 years.
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QUESTIONS:
How much will your party increase basic OW and ODSP rates?
Will your party also ensure that everyone on OW and ODSP gets at least the full basic
needs and shelter amounts by implementing a standard flat rate in both programs?

Will you support
seeing the current
basic income pilot
through its
intended duration
& evaluation?

Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
We would raise basic OW and ODSP to well above the poverty line - at least
double. The idea of a guaranteed basic income is great, but we have concerns
that it will be used to 'restructure' social assistance, which will not end up
well. We need to shift away from the notion of 'minimums' - we need
guaranteed livable incomes for everyone. We don't trust the Tories or the
Liberals to deliver a truly supportive basic income. They're the ones who
slashed social assistance rates and kept them down.

No

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
We will increase OW and ODSP rates up to the level of the low income
measure, essentially raising monthly allowance by more than 2.5 times is
currently received. We will also ensure a standard flat rate for recipients.

Yes

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
The NOTA party works differently in that it will combine the best qualities of
all parties by including MPPs from all parties into the cabinet. The party will
also allow all MPPs to vote freely!
This means I can vote and advocate for whatever is best for Guelph!
As a injured worker,I know and experience the inhumanity of low income and
will fight to ensure everyone will have a fair living income!
After all it is the RIGHT thing to do!

Yes

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
We have a plan for income security reform that begins to respond to all key
action areas in the Income Security Roadmap. We would invest an additional
$2.3 billion over the next three years, the largest single investment in social
assistance over the last quarter century, to support a significant start on
reform. Our plan for income security reform includes 3% increase per year
over the next three years for a total of 9%. Over the next two years, we would
implement a Standard Flat Rate.

Yes

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
An Ontario NDP government will begin by establishing a new, flat rate
structure that is simple and fair. Based on the advice of the Income Security
Roadmap for Change report, people receiving Ontario Works will receive
increases of 10%, 7% and 5%, while people receiving support from the
Ontario Disability Support Program will see annual increases of 5%. Future
increases will be based on income adequacy, and set by an independent panel.

Yes
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QUESTION:
What actions will you and your party take to respond to the escalating impacts of
mental health and addictions in our community?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
We would expand healthcare to include full coverage for dental care, vision care, pharmacare, mental
health care and long-term care for all residents of Ontario, including temporary foreign workers,
international students, and refugees.
Our 32 hour work week with adequate pay, dedication to improving and adding to all public services,
attention to sports and recreation, are all intended to allow all to enjoy a less stressful, healthier
lifestyle for stronger relationships and communities.

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
The Green Party of Ontario will invest $4.1 billion over 4 years into mental health services as a first
step to making mental health and addiction services a part of OHIP+. We will also create a new
umbrella organization called Mental Health and Addictions Ontario to consolidate and prioritize
services and programs across Ontario.

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
Addiction whether it be alcohol, gambling, or drugs, is the result of a person attempting to numb
their pain, whether it be physical pain or mental pain.In a psychology course I took I learned that we
are forever treating the symptoms instead of the root cause.
Mental health affects more people than we realize and in more ways.
Therefore, I will fight for Guelph to be the first community to have fully covered mental health
services from counseling to deep addiction programs. We Must care!

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
This includes $2.1 billion over four years for mental health and addictions to deliver more accessible,
integrated care. The investment will make it easier to access services through a local school, family
doctor's office or community-based organization. This will mean publicly funded psychotherapy for
hundreds of thousands of people and significantly improved wait times for children and youth with
mental health needs.

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
An NDP government would establish a dedicated Ministry of Mental Health and Addictions. It will
have one job: coordinating and building the integrated mental health and addictions services that
Ontario needs, delivered close to home, consistently and comprehensively across the province.
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QUESTIONS:
Do you
support a $15
minimum wage
by January
1,2019?

What will you and your party do to ensure decent work for all?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
Expanded manufacturing, a shorter work week with no loss in pay, public
ownership of key resources and industries. Expanded social programs, housing
and public infrastructure. $20 an hour minimum wage. Plant closure legislation
to prevent relocation to low-wage jurisdictions, anti-scab laws, bankruptcy
protection, and card check union certification for all workers. Enforce pay equity
laws to eliminate the gender wage gap, and introduce employment equity for
Indigenous and other racialized folks.

Yes

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
The Green Party of Ontario will work to create a Basic Income Guarantee which
will ensure that people can choose work without being exploited.
As well we will ensure small to medium sized business can pay their employees
the minimum wage and even up to a living wage by lowering their payroll taxes
through adjustments to the EHT exemption rate.
We would also support freelance workers organizing to join together in
associations to have better access to group benefits programs.

Yes

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
I fully endorse the $15 and fairness campaign, but believe we need to go much
further and work towards a living wage. If Australia can go to $20/hr minimum
wage and survive, we can do better than this!

Yes

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
The Ontario Liberal Party proudly introduced groundbreaking worker
protections as part of the Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act. This includes equal
pay for equal work provisions, improved holiday access, and a $15 minimum
wage come January 1, 2019.

Yes

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
We will require employers to offer at least three weeks paid vacation, up from
two and have card-based union certification, and first-contract arbitration.We
will continue to increase the minimum wage to $15 for everyone, then index it to
inflation so it keeps its buying power. An NDP government will also offer a better
way to start a career with new ways to learn on the job for students and
apprentices and invest over $180 billion in infrastructure without wasteful P3s.

Yes
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QUESTION:
1 in 5 in Ontario can't afford private dental care. Many end up in the ER. There are no
public dental programs for adults who can't afford private dentists. What steps would
your party take to address this oral healthcare problem?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
We would ban private clinics, and fully provide these services through public owned and
administered institutions.

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
We are in support of full dental care, covered under OHIP, for all Ontarians. In the immediate as a
transition to full dental care, we will work to create more public dental clinics, and to roll out the
Healthy Smiles program across all people currently receiving OW and ODSP, regardless of age.

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
Healthcare means just that and everything should be covered: Mental, Physical, Drugs and Dental.
Our body does not come in pieces. It is one whole, as such should be covered wholly.
If you think this is not doable watch the movie Sicko by Michael Moore he shows in many other
countries they have full coverage. These people are healthy and more productive as people and
workers.
We must have healthy workers for the future in order for Canada to become and remain
an innovation leader!

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
We are expanding our commitment to access to oral health for people without workplace benefits by
committing $1 billion over three years to make oral health care more affordable among whom low
income earners are overrepresented. That is why we introduced the Drug and Dental Benefit Program.
Families can now benefit from up to $700 per year for a family of four which could cover dental or
prescription drug costs. That could cover 4 exams for a low or middle income family.

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
We will ensure that every Ontarian and their family will have decent dental benefits. Those benefits
will apply no matter their age, income, or employment or health status, and they'll come either
through work or with your health card.We will begin by setting a minimum standard of dental
coverage, ensuring people have access to essential care.
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QUESTION:
Household food insecurity occurs when there is inadequate or insecure access to food due
to financial constraints. In Ontario, 1 in 8 households experiences food insecurity. What
steps will your party take to reduce this number?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
In addition to providing adequate income and full coverage for public services, we would curb the
power of agro-industrial monopolies, protect marketing boards, roll back prices and set price controls
to reduce the cost of farm inputs. We'd support organic farming, reduce the use of antibiotics,
fertilizers, pesticides etc., and ban 'terminator' seeds in Ontario. We'd preserve publicly-controlled
and available seed varieties, and stop corporate control over genetic and biological materials.

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
We will raise social assistance rates to the low income cut off rate, helping families be more able to
afford food after paying their other bills.
We would continue to support programs such as Healthy Kids and other student nutrition programs.

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
This goes to the point that business has been slowly draining every penny out of every Ontarian.Did
you know that in Canada the average top CEO earns on average $8 million a year.we are in a severe sad
state of affairs.
People must have a guarantee to basic needs (food shelter and health care).This will be mandated
whether increase in a living wage, and/or basic income supports for social assistance programs.
What people need will be provided no person will ever go without again.

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
Only Ontario Liberals have developed a Food Security Strategy, supported by the Food Security
and Climate Change Access Fund. This will support community-led initiatives such as community
gardens and nutrition literacy programs across the province.

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
As part of an Ontario NDP government, we would reduce the rates of hydro, provide access to postsecondary education through grants, create free daycare spaces for those making under $40 000
per year, administering a pharmacare and dental care program, and providing a $15 per hour
minimum wage plan, we will work towards creating an Ontario that is more affordable for all.
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QUESTION:
Nobody should be forced to choose between paying for groceries and paying for the
medication they need. How will your party ensure that everyone has access to prescription
drug coverage, regardless of their income, age, or where they work or live?
Juanita Burnett, Communist Party of Canada (Ontario)
Please see our program at www.communistpartyontario.ca - our expanded healthcare coverage would
include pharmacare for all.

Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario
We are in support of Pharmacare in Ontario and across Canada. We believe the Federal government is
better poised to create a program across Canada, with larger buying power to lower the cost of the
prescription drugs. In the absence of a Federal program we will advocate for a Provincial program.

Paul Taylor, None of the Above Party
This question hits very close to me, as I recently had my prescription medications unlawfully cut by
workers comp (WSIB). This left me at times going without meds or having to make hard choices. Why
you ask so someone can show a black number on a balance sheet instead of a red number.As
previously mentioned, healthcare means total healthcare and everyone must have total health care
or it hurts the province as a whole! Why not lets be the modern day province of Tommy Douglas!

Sly Castaldi, Ontario Liberal Party
Ontario Liberals believe in a universal publicly-funded health care system. Its preservation is
essential for the health of Ontarians now and in the future. That is why Ontario Liberals made the
biggest expansion to medicare in a generation with the creation of OHIP+ -free prescription drugs for
all 4400 prescription drugs on the Ontario Drug Formulary completely free for youth under 25 and
seniors over 65.

Agnieszka Mlynarz, Ontario NDP/NPD
An NDP government would establish Ontario's first universal Pharmacare program. All Ontarians will
have access to the essential medications for the very first time, including the over 2.2 million
Ontarians who have no drug coverage today.
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